


Charley Boring
Territory Sales Manager
Central & West Texas

cboring@codarus.com
(770) 789-7805 phone
(512) 777-4937 fax

Subscribe to my email updates at:
codarus.com/people/charley-boring

CODARUS is a national sales management team.  We 
represent curated lifestyle brands with passion and 

enthusiasm.  We create an energetic and insightful buying 
experience through our road sales managers and in our 

showrooms.  We strive to do good and be good.

CODARUS
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Abyss & Habidecor is one man’s dream of making the best bath 
textiles in the world. Abyss & Habidecor is a family owned 

business operated in Viseu, Portugal.  

These exceptional products are born from superior materials, 
beautiful designs inspired by nature, and fine craftsmanship made 

in Portugal.  A&H nurtures the mind, body, and soul.



Dash & Albert Rug Company, founded in 2003, offers a happy 
selection of wool, cotton, indoor/outdoor, and blended rugs in a 

variety of beautiful weaves. Spirited and well-bred, these rugs are 
the smart solution for floors pining for personality.



The fresh, fun home textiles from Pine Cone Hill have been making 
waves in the home design industry since 1994, when Annie started 
the business with an industrial sewing machine on her dining room 

table. Whether you're building a beautiful boudoir or a rustic 
retreat, Pine Cone Hill has everything you need, in top-quality 

fabrics and imaginative designs.

https://annieselke.com/c/pineconehill


Grand Image HOME was designed so that every individual can
curate their own personal and unique collection. By

consistently carrying select artists and frame designs
throughout each line, the artwork can be mix and

matched for a polished and personalized look no matter
your style. From bold statement pieces, to intimate ornate 
illustrations, atmospheric abstracts, and dramatic modern 
photography, there’s truly something here for everyone. 

Bring Grand Image HOME.



Jill Pumpelly expresses her surroundings and feelings through 
abstract forms. She is inspired by human nature and the ways in 
which humans perceive themselves and the world around them. 
Each composition develops organically and through the process, 
she applies paint in layers, allowing traces of previous layers to 
remain visible so the colors can react with one another until a 

particular balance, depth, and feeling are present. 

As an artist and former interior designer, Jill has a unique 
understanding of both the creation process, but also how it fits 

within the context of a home. 



Lili Alessandra product ranges from “old world baroque” to 
“neoclassical elegance” to “modern naturalistic”. Lili’s passion for 
texture brings a unique mix of fabrics and colors that are defined 

with an array of embroidered and applique techniques. 

The Lili Alessandra product is made by skilled artisans who 
translate each piece into a magnificent works of art for your home.  



At Moss Studio, we use innovative ideas to choose textiles and 
materials that cater to seasonal aesthetics. Once our concepts and 

ideas are built into the finest pieces of furniture, small 
modifications are implemented to best represent our brand. 

From modifying leg pieces, to giving additional curvature and 
swapping color schemes, each piece is custom ordered and hand 
made with the most durable materials that speak to our company’s 

character.



Pigeon & Poodle believes the details of a home are just as 
important as the furniture that fills your rooms. This philosophy is 
demonstrated in each of our accessories—a gorgeous toothbrush 

holder or handcrafted canister can elevate an entire bath, the 
perfect frame can heighten the feel of a whole space, and a 

good-looking storage basket can be your look’s missing link.



Our roots run deep in the city we call home. Known as the Paris of 
the Midwest, Detroit style and character (or courage) have shaped 

who we are, what we make and how we make it. 

Our pursuit of inspiration has taken us across the earth to discover 
materials and forms that drive our designs. Crafted with an 

obsessive attention to detail and a quest to deliver the 
unexpected, our products, much like the journey that inspired 

them, have a story.



SONDER 
(n.) "the realization that each random passerby is living a life as vivid and complex 
as your own."

As premium furniture company 'Resource Decor', we've had the opportunity to 
build lasting partnerships with retailers and interior designers.  We are excited to 
unveil our rebrand and invite you to experience SONDER LIVING - THE ART OF 
INDIVIDUALITY.  Discover all of our curated lifestyles in order to create the one that 
speaks most personally to your own brand of individuality.  Just as styles develop 
and interior narratives unfold, the same can be said of ever-evolving design 
organisations looking toward the future.  A well-curated life begins with 
individuality and authentic style, and they each reside at Sonder Living.



Traditions Linens offers customization options that allow this 
collection to bridge a variety of lifestyles from casual farmhouse to 

urban contemporary and everything in between. With customer 
service and attention to detail at the forefront, this is a line you’ll 

come back to again and again.



Spring/Summer 2019 
www.codarus.com

High Point Market
IHFC Suite H220

210 East Commerce Street
High Point NC 27260

800.755.5144

World Market Center
Suite C354

455 S. Grand Central Pky
Las Vegas NV 89160

800.755.5144

AmericasMart
Suite 15-A-1

240 Peachtree St NW
Atlanta GA 30303

404.749.5050
Open Daily

Dallas Design Center
Suite 210

1025 N Stemmons Fwy
Dallas TX 75207

214.746.5155
Open Daily

Laguna Design Center
Suite 132

23811 Aliso Creek Pky
Laguna Niguel CA 92677

949.329.5770
Open Daily

CODARUS
January 8-15

Atlanta Market

January 16-22
Dallas Market

January 27-31
Las Vegas Market

April 6-10
High Point Market

June 19-25
Dallas Market

July 9-15
Atlanta Market

July 28-Aug 1
Las Vegas Market

Oct 19-23
High Point Market

2019 MarketsShowrooms
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